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BEST SNACKS OF 2018

We were blown away when we found out that Wilde made chips… made of 
chicken. Paleo friendly and delicious these chips are packed with protein and are a 
true game changer when it comes to salty snacks. We were hesitant before eating 
them, but after tasting these we were shocked by the flavor. These now come in 5 
flavors with the latest being CHICKEN & WAFFLES. 

Wilde Chicken Chips

Would buy 10/10! These are what’s up. The fact that these are paleo is 
amazing and Rick and Christine love these! Organic flavor, ground mustard, 
wild spices, nutritional yeast, organic flavor.

Lesser Evil Paleo Puffs

The Bubbies naturally fermented pickles really stood out in the pickle taste test episode. The 
fact they are fermented give it a unique feel and taste similar to sauerkraut. 

Grillos had the freshest taste and feel out of all the pickles we ate on the pickle taste test 
episode. A solid nice crunch and deep flavor to accompany it, a great pickle for any 
occasion.

Bubbies Pickles, Grillos Pickles

The perfect balance of flavor and crunch could only be achieved with 
tenacity. Jill Morris set out to create a tasty, crisp cracker for her gluten-
intolerant husband after failing to find anything in the market that met her 
approval.

Jilz Crackers

Crispy texture, more dense than the rinds. Great flavor in the chile/
lime seasoning. Makes you want to keep eating them. We also did a 
experimental episode where we breaded some chicken cutlets with pork 
rinds and found these make the best breading. They are uniquely seasoned 
and super flavorful, with a nice crunch. 

4505 Chile and Lime Cracklins
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BEST SNACKS OF 2018 BEST MEALS OF 2018

On our cauliflower crust episode there was one clear winner 
CAULIPOWER! The crust was nice and crispy, and tasted like 
those school pizzas we used to eat as kids… but better!

We were a little hesitant to try these because the concept 
was a little strange; a pizza but the crust is made of 
chicken?? After some research and seeing other feedback, 
we realized we have to try these. A pizza with mind 
blowing macros:25g protein and ONLY 4g carbs per pizza!! 
This pizza won’t make you feel terrible after eating, and will 
surprise you just how unique and tasty these chicken crust 
pizzas are. These pizzas are really good (pun intended).

If you like pizza, you’ll love Mikey’s pizza pockets. With 
all the taste and nutrition you want and none of the gluten, 
grain, soy, milk and lactose you don’t, all wrapped in a 
crispy hand-held Paleo crust. These are the perfect paleo hot 
pocket alternative.

Caulipower Cauliflower Pizza

Real Good Foods Chicken Crust Pizza

Mikey’s Pizza Pockets
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BEST BEVERAGES OF 2018

As an office filled with seltzer drinkers, we are always looking for 
new flavors. Spindrift is definitely the king of flavors. This brand 
doesn’t use any suspect “natural flavors,” but uses the real thing 
instead. Nothing but sparkling water and real fruit, make these 
drinks the best beverage of 2018!

Spindrift

This was one of the most smoothest coffees we tried! The fact 
that its unsweetened, nitrogen infused and canned is amazing. 
It is also a local company. At 220 mg of caffeine this can packs a 
punch!

Sailaway Cold Brew

NUUN tabs are a cleaner hydrating beverage you add to your 
favorite drink or water if you’d like to help replenish electrolytes 
from working out or day to day activities when feeling run down. 
This product was such a hit, it is actually ordered regularly at our 
office.

Nuun Tablets

We tasted a variety of different coconut waters and found the 
Harmless Harvest to be the most drinkable, perfect after a night 
out or after a workout. Our feedback: very pink in color, pleasant 
not too sweet flavor, no aftertaste.

Harmless Harvest Coconut Water
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BEST DESSERTS OF 2018BEST BEVERAGES OF 2018

This ice cream took us back to when we were young, eating 
Dixie Cup Chocolate Ice cream on those hot summer days. 
The nostalgia was real! Loaded with 5g of protein and 
sweetened with cane sugar, this will definitely beat any 
other brand of ice cream hands down for someone who is 
looking to get a little more protein in their diet.

A great party hor d’oeuvres or dessert alternative for 
anyone looking for a dairy free sweet spread. Made with 
chickpeas and with only 2 grams of sugar per tbsp, you 
can eat this with crackers, vegetables, or right from the 
container!

This was a perfect summer snack that was a huge hit! Full 
of flavor you would never know this gelato was paleo and 
vegan.

Jeni’s Ice Cream

Delighted By Dessert Hummus 

Vixen Kitchen Gelato
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BEST SAUCES OF 2018

This queso is made with cashews and other real food ingredients. 
Both flavors (the Spicy Blanco and the Mild Nacho) have no 
added sugars and are paleo and vegan friendly! 

Siete Cashew Queso

This savory real food BBQ sauce is soo good you might start 
putting it on everything! This is one of the top choices we use at 
the factory and is Whole30 approved.

New Primal Traditional BBQ Sauce

Imagine a ketchup made with real tomatoes. Sir Kensington’s 
classic ketchup is made with all non-GMO ingredients, like vine 
ripened tomatoes, delicious spices, and a touch of fair trade 
organic raw cane sugar for delicious taste.

Sir Kensington Ketchup

This very close second made our top list because it tasted 
amazing and we couldn’t let it go unrecognized. It can be used 
not only as your new favorite ketchup, but also as a marinade for 
any meat or vegetable product!

Primal Kitchen Ketchup
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BEST SAUCES OF 2018 BEST HOT SAUCES OF 2018

A close second to the Truff sauce. The only reason why we 
didn’t think it was better was because it was more of a hot 
dressing rather than hot sauce.

Not only did this make Oprah’s top hit list, but it also made 
ours! This trendy truffle hot sauce had a very unique taste 
and simply could not be overlooked for our top choices for 
this year. Warning: this truffle sauce has a bite to it and is 
extremely addicting.

What more could you ask for in a hot sauce...Trustworthy in-
gredients, perfect amount of spice, and amazingly delicious!

Frolich Hot Sauce

Truff Hot Sauce

Siete Hot Sauces
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BEST PROTEIN PACKED OF 2018

This cookie won our protein cookie battle with the best 
macros in the game: only 3 net carbs & 7g of protein per 
cookie. These cookies use allulose to limit the sugar content, 
18g of the 19gs of sugar are allulose. Amazingly this doesn’t 
impact the calories or glycemic index.

That’s right, you’re seeing this again in our protein packed 
picks! Not only was this a great meal, but it was also packed 
with 15g of protein. For anyone trying to get extra chicken 
protein in their diet, this is your go to.

Loaded with 18g of protein and easily mixable with any 
shake! We love this product and use it in almost all of our 
recipes that require protein. This will be your go-to for dairy 
free proteins.

Know Better Chocolate Chip Cookie

Real Good Foods Chicken Crust Pizza

Aloha Vegan Vanilla Protein Powder
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BEST PROTEIN PACKED OF 2018 TOP PICKS OF 2018

1

Wilde Chicken Chips

2

Spindrift
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Siete Hot Sauce
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Siete Cashew Queso
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Mikey’s Pizza Pockets


